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Mackie MC-50BT, MC-60BT and MP-20TWS

Mackie MC-60BT

Mackie, a manufacturer of high-quality professional audio products and

technologies, has introduced several new, high-performance additions to their

acclaimed line of wireless headphones and in-ear monitors. The MC-50BT, MC-60BT,

and MP-20TWS bring Mackie’s legendary professional audio performance from the

stage and the studio to your work, play, video conferencing, TV, gaming, and more. 
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Mackie’s new MC-50BT and MC-60BT headphones give you wireless Bluetooth

connectivity and hands-free operation, along with the stellar audio quality you

expect from Mackie. Both models offer MIS™ Wide-Band Active Noise canceling for

superior immersion and Bluetooth 5.0 connectivity for better imaging, longer range,

and fewer dropouts, with the MC-60BT incorporating QCC aptX support for superior

24-Bit HD audio and lower latency. And when you need to stay aware of your

environment, Ambient Mode allows outside sound in. The MC-60BT also gives you

the ability to connect to up to two different devices, as well as wireless charging via

the included pad. Comfy earpads mean you can wear them for hours without

fatigue, and capacitance touch controls make operation easy and intuitive. Enjoy up

to 40 hours of play time with MC-50BT and up to 35 with MC-60BT. And with their

convenient, collapsible design and included cases, you can take them with you

everywhere.

If wireless earbuds are more your style, the new MP-20TWS True Wireless Stereo

earbuds offer big sound in a miniscule package. Their dual driver technology

incorporates powerful Knowles balanced armature + custom dynamic drivers for

smooth, punchy bass and crisp, clear highs. Running the latest Bluetooth 5.2

technology, MP-20TWS earbuds deliver great sound with super-low latency, and MIS

Hybrid Active Noise Cancelling to eliminate unwanted noise from 1kHz down to

40Hz as well as the same Ambient Mode found on the two new headphone models.

The three integrated Knowles SiSonic mics give you optimal call quality. With dual

capacitive touch controls and voice command capability, the MP-20TWS delivers

intuitive operation while giving you the ultimate in great sound and more than 40

hours of battery life with the included charging case.

Tyler Vaughn, Product Manager commented, “Mackie has long been known for our

mixers and monitors, both live and in studio. When we moved into high-

performance headphones a few years ago, it was a natural progression, and they’ve
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really taken off. Now we’ve taken those same rigorous design standards and

powerful performance and bringing it to a form factor and a price point that can

deliver that same great listening experience for everyone.” 

The new MC Series wireless headphones and MP-20TWS wireless earbuds are

available worldwide beginning Septober, 2022. Sold individually, the US pricing is

$179.99 for the MC-50BT, $219.99 for MC-60BT, and $149.99 for MP-20TWS.

www.mackie.com
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